The well worn topic of assembly is brought to mind again as we congratulate everyone concerned for some of the best entertainment our Junior high has ever put on.

Next week our program will be the Marionette Club and Art Home Room combined.

The following week Home Room 135 & the Science Club will make up the program.

Miss Waterbury says: "This year we had quite a bit of trouble to get programs in the fall, and at the end of the year we had too many people. Next year let's sign up little and have a well-balanced program."

The Prize Speaking contest was very interesting from a listener's standpoint. The vocal selection by Dexter Simpson set the program off on a good standard.

The selections were very well chosen for the people giving them. The contest was very close but the judges tried to be as fair as possible in deciding the winners who were Edward Bookstein and Rita Figarsky.

After the contest was over we were entertained by a piano duet by Barbara Russell and Lois Ambler making a most entertaining assembly.

The final examinations are just around they corner; so you might be interested in knowing the dates of them.

The seventh and eighth grades have their examinations on June 16 and 17. The ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades will take their exams June 20 thru the 24. The regents will be conducted June 20 through 24.

During the past week the tenth and English classes have been having preliminary spelling bees for the 1938 State Fair spelling bees.

The following people are to take part in the final 7 try-outs for the State Spelling Contest: Harold Welch, Dorothy Flinn, Boyd Jackett, Geraldine Pratt, Harold Cox, Blanche Baker, and John Smith.
FORESIGHT

With the ending of the Journalistic year in Milne we on the staff hope that thru the year’s different issues we have pleased you a little. To next year’s staff we leave our best wishes and belief that they will dot their best to make the paper an adequate voice of our students.

THANKS

During the past school year Milne has had many affairs of all kinds. At almost all these affairs we have been championed by our supervisors.

Some of the faculty members who helped us are Miss Wells, Miss Waterbury, Miss Halter, Miss Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond, Mr. Kinsella, Miss Martin, Mrs. Berson, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick.

We wish to thank especially Miss Halter for guiding our student council.

SORROW

Last Saturday morning was supposedly the day for a press meeting in Troy. The night before the conference the meeting was postponed to the great despair of the people who had to put back their thoughtfully chosen clothes (feminine sex).
How many of you fun-loving youngsters have looked between the covers of Adventure in Hollywood by Brandeis? If you haven't read it, you've missed something! The story is about a girl who, although she has lived in Hollywood all her life didn't try to get into the movies until her high school graduation. It's especially good for all young "Robert Taylors" and "Barbara Stanwycks". It may discourage your youthful ambitions but it's better to learn the hard part of Hollywood before you're stuck there.

For an entertaining afternoon, try Adventure in Hollywood by Madeleine Brandeis.

I loathe the dusty city
Where all is modern and new,
Where money counts the most.
And friends are never true.
Where cars are madly dashing
Where people are always ill.
Everyone is fussing.
No one over still.
I'm homesick for a place
Where I have never been
A place away from dirt and rush
And all this modern dash and fuss.

I want to find nature at her best
I want the air to be clear-
The sky to be blue-
Birds chirping near-
A tinkling stream-
A hill to climb.
And from the top
Look down and see true friends at last
Nature and her beautiful class.

The sea shore at twilight
I like to walk down on the beach,
There are dreams and thoughts that I can reach—
To hear the gentle ocean waves,
I could listen to them for days and days.
Every once in a while a gull calls,
In the distance an answer returns them all—
Far out on the sea a light house stands,
Its light reflecting over the sea and the sand—
With my dreams and thoughts, the waves and the light,
The sea shore is a grand place at twilight.

Mr. R. Saunders was having a serious talk with his Social Science teacher. Mr. Saunders looked as if he had lost his best friend. Swallowing hard, he looked up into the eyes of the teacher and said, "Please, sir, you shouldn't wear a belt and suspenders both."

Last Saturday night little Sally went to Saunders Barn which was buzzing with activity. I happened to look around and who did I see but Donald Saunders hand in hand with Ruth Saunders (age six). He was with her practically all evening (until she went to bed).

Then while I was wondering along the drive I heard a loud croak. Being snoopy (see title) I ran to investigate. It seems that the swing broke bringing down about half the tree with it. The mystery is who was in the swing.

Perhaps you have read "Kidnapped" by Robert Louis Stevenson. If so, the movie of the same name will be even more interesting to you. The first of the picture contains such excellent characters as Warner Baxter, Freddie Bartholomew, C. Aubrey Smith, and last but not least a startling new discovery named Arleen Whelan.

The picture is about England in the eighteenth century and has many exciting scenes.

Kidnapped promises to supply a thrilling evening for the whole family.

Well, vacation days are coming and I'm sure we all are thinking of what we will do in vacation. Some of us are going away to camp with cheery, crackling fires and swimming and a good time all around. Others are going to the country where you have a good time. Others will go away to a cottage by a river or a lake. Others will stay home and steam but have a good time, because it is vacation.

Here's hoping you have a good time!